Introduction
Morley's Theorem (Bee: H.S.M. Cozeter [l] , p.23-25) says that the three points of intersection of adjacent triseotors of the angles of any triangle form an equilateral triangle.
Some generalizations of this Theorem were given by two Dutch mathematicians (see: J. van Yzern [2] , p.113-128 and F.Schuh [3] , p.254-264) but their achievements were published in Dutch and are not available* In this paper we present a generalization of Morley 's Theorem for some combinations of internal and external trisect ors of the angles of any triangle.
1. At first we quote two statements (see: H.S.M. Coxeter [Hi p.12) which ne shall use in our later arguments. Statement *i. When the point S^n is lying on the internal bisector of the angle A of a triangle ABC in such a distance from A that < BS ln C -90° + < BAS in then iB the incenter of the triangle ABC. Statement 2. When the point S QX is lying on the external bisector of the angle B of a triangle ABC in such a distanoe from B that Proof.
Let PQR be an equilateral triangle ( Fig.1 ). On its sides FQ, QR, RF we build isosceles triangles PQR', QRP', RPQ' whose baBe angles ot, f3, satisfy the following equation and inequalities: (1) ol + (i + t = 120°, (2) 60°<oi < 90°, |S<60°, "J" < 60°.
We concider the triangle ABC where
On the halflines AB and AC we pick the points B' and C' in such a way that B and C are the midpoints of the segments AB' and AC', respectively. Now basing on the assumption (1) we infer and mark in the (6) <tCBQ = < QBP (7) BCQ = <£ QCR.
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Next we consider the triangle ABP'. We can see that the line P'P bisects the angle QP'R (since P'P is the common median of the equilateral triangle PQR and of the isosceles triangle QRP') vhich is the external angle P' of the considered triangle ABP'.
The 
